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The amplitude-frequency characteristics of seismic wave field excited by an explosive source can directly affect the accuracy of seismic prospecting. To reveal the laws by which the horizontally distributed charge excites the amplitude-frequency characteristics, a method to calculate seismic wave field excited by horizontally distributed charge was studied in this paper. By taking the spherical cavity source model as the basis, the superposition method was applied to obtain the approach of calculating seismic wave field excited by horizontally distributed charge. Compared with numerical simulation, the error of this method was controlled under 7%. As a matter of fact, the distributive charge can effectively reduce the impact on ground vibration and increase the downward seismic wave energy. The charges that are horizontally distributed with 1 m interval can enhance the seismic wave resolution excited by explosive source. The research shows that the established theoretical model can correctly describe the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the seismic wave field excited by horizontally distributed charges.

1. Introduction

Explosive is the main seismic source that excites the seismic waves artificially in oil and gas prospecting. Gas with high temperature and high pressure would be produced at the moment of explosion and act directly on the geomaterial, resulting in severe damage and forming the blasting cavity in the areas adjacent to the explosive area. With the development of blast wave, the overpressure value drops rapidly till below the failure strength of geomaterial, forming seismic wave in geomaterial [1–6]. Among the above, the explosive source properties can affect the size and acting time of gas detonation pressure; and, as a matter of fact, different types of explosives can form different blasting cavities. In addition, the shape of the charge can also affect the geometrical shape of the blasting cavity. Since the properties of the detonation cavity determine the characteristics of the seismic waves, it can be deemed that the explosive source has significant impacts on the characteristics of seismic waves.

To study the process in which the explosive source forms seismic waves, Jeffreys was the first to establish a cavity vibration model in one-dimensional space, answering questions about full space cavity under spherical pulse [7]. Sharpe studies the wavelets generated by explosion in a closed spherical space, through which he obtained the analytical solution of the pressure elastic wave on the wall of blasting cavity [8]. Targeting at the point-source explosion theoretical model, Blake obtained the analytical solution of elastic waves of non-Poisson body based on Sharpe’s study results [9]. Xiao, based on the spreading characteristics of spherical waves in isotropic medium, obtained the amplitude and waveform of spherical waves produced by explosive source [10, 11]. Ding and Zhen studied blasting vibration by equivalent load model and found that the theoretical results are in line with the actual situation [12]; Lin and Bai obtained the pressure solution in the blasting cavity according to the explosion process of explosives in rock and soil [13]. The spherical cavity source models can establish the relationship between the explosion pressure and elastic cavity radius with the seismic wave field. Since these methods simplify the process of explosive source exciting the seismic waves, they cannot build up the direct relationship between the explosive source characteristics and the amplitude-frequency characteristics of seismic wave field. Targeting at this problem,
Yu et al. developed a cavity source model and established the theoretical model for the process in which explosive source excites seismic wave field [14]. This method describes how the explosive source forms the seismic waves, sets up the relationship between initial parameters of explosive source and seismic wave field, and is able to describe the full-field seismic wave characteristics of spherical charge.

Although the seismic source model of spherical cavity can describe the formation and changes of the seismic wave field excited by explosive blasting, multiple sections of cylindrical charges would be adopted as seismic sources. Since the characteristics of the seismic wave field generated by spherical charge and cylindrical charge are different, the traditional seismic source model of spherical cavity is not suitable for describing the seismic wave field produced by cylindrical charge. Heelan analyzed the seismic wavelet excited by finite-length cylindrical charge and obtained the far-field solution of the seismic wave excited by cylindrical charge [15]. As for this method, the detonation pressure at the time of explosive blasting was applied on the excitation medium along the length direction of the cylindrical charge. It directly solves the seismic wave field formed by infinite-length cylindrical charge but cannot describe the seismic wave field characteristics excited by finite-length cylindrical charge. Starfield and Pugliese deemed the cylindrical charge as superposition of multiple short cylindrical charges, thus to solve the blasting stress field at the end of the cylindrical charge when the explosion happens. The calculation results were basically in line with the experimental testing results [16]. Long et al. obtained the development process of the cavity formed by cylindrical charge by means of experiment and numerical simulation [17]. On the basis of Yu’s results, Li et al. proposed the seismic wave field model of finite-length cylindrical charge by superposition of spherical charges [18, 19]. Hu et al., based on the theory of elastic wave propagation, obtained the relation between the seismic wave field of delayed source and the type of charge, quantity of charge, and interval of charge column by field experiment [20]. Huang et al. figured out the impacts of delayed time of cylindrical charge on seismic wave field from their experimental study conducted on cylindrical charge [21]. However, the above methods are usually used to study the seismic wave characteristics formed by distributive charges through experiments or numerical simulation methods and cannot clearly describe the theoretical relations between horizontally distributed charges and seismic wave field. In order to achieve refined prospecting and control seismic wave characteristics by adjusting the explosive source excitation plan, it is necessary to establish the model for horizontally distributed charges exciting seismic wave field.

In this paper, the whole process in which the explosive source excites the seismic waves was analyzed and the different stages of seismic wave field excited by explosive source were summarized firstly. Considering the spatial structure of the charge, a method for calculating the seismic wave field excited by the horizontally distributed charged was proposed. Meanwhile, on-site experiment was carried out to verify the applicability of this calculation model and further analyze the evolution process in which the horizontally distributed charges excite and form the seismic wave field.

2. Analysis on Process of Explosive Source Exciting Seismic Waves

The process of explosives from blasting to finally forming elastic waves in the distance is accompanied by a series of chemical and physical changes. The energy keeps attenuating during the transmission process due to various dissipation mechanisms, showing the evolution from the powerful blast waves to elastic waves finally. This process is composed of four stages: hydrodynamic stage, geomechanical crushing stage, dynamic expansion stage, and elastic wave propagation stage [22–24]. Meanwhile the medium would have irreversible deformation under the strong explosion effects during the attenuation process, so that the geomaterial near the explosive source shows certain fluid properties under the impacts of huge energy. At the moment of explosion, a wave front could be pushed out from inside the explosion cave, which is in a shape the same as the explosive. With the development of the blast wave, its peak stress attenuates rapidly during the outward propagation process until below the ultimate failure strength of the geomaterial. At this moment, the geomaterial turns from fluid stress state to the plastic-elastic stress state; and the attenuation of the stress wave continues until its peak value falls below a certain value, and the geomaterial transforms from the plastic state to the elastic state. In this case, the explosive source forms the explosion cavity area, plastic area, and an elastic area in sequence when it blasts in geomaterial along the energy transformation direction. However, due to the geometrical difference between the cylindrical charge and the horizontally distributed charge, the development processes of these areas vary to some certain extent: the nearby areas of the cylindrical charge are similar to the shape of the charge, but, with the increase of distance from explosive source, the seismic wave fields excited by cylindrical charge are similar to those excited by distributed charges; and the seismic wave field excited by distributed charge develops from ellipsoid to a spherical shape gradually till forming wave front similar to that of the cylindrical charge. For the comparison of area shapes, see Figure 1.

3. Model for Seismic Wave Field Excited by Spherical Explosive

The model of spherical cavity seismic source can be used to describe the relationship between the explosive source and the seismic wave field. In this model, large amounts of gases with high temperature and high pressure generated at the moment of blasting act directly on the geomaterials and form blasting cavity. Since the gas pressure inside the cavity is far greater than the geomaterial strength, the geomaterial near the explosives shows fluid property under huge pressure, so that the blasting cavity can be deemed as expanding in incompressible flow. With the propagation and
attenuation of blast waves in medium, the blast waves keep
attenuating till below the medium failure strength at place
which is certain distance away from the explosive source. At
this time, the excitation medium shows elastic properties. Yu
supposed that the detonation process and blast cavity are
formed instantaneously. Then, under the condition that the
soil medium is incompressible and the property change is
ignored, a quasi-static model for predicting the blast cavity
of the spherical charge was established, through which the
blast cavity radius and the plastic zone radius excited by the
spherical charge in geomaterial can be obtained.

Radius of blast cavity is

\[ b_\ast = a_0 \left( \frac{P_0}{-(c/\varphi) + \left(\sigma_\ast + (c/\varphi)\right)\left(L^{(4f/3)(1+f)}\right)} \right)^{1/(3p)} \sqrt{2\mu \over 3\sigma_\ast}, \]  

where

\[ L = \frac{\mu}{\sigma_\ast \left[ 1 + \ln \left( \sigma_\ast / \sigma_0 \right) \right]}. \]  

Radius of plastic zone is

\[ b_0 = \left( \frac{\sigma_\ast}{\sigma_0} \right)^{(1/2)} b_\ast, \]  

where \( a_0 \) is the spherical charge radius, \( P_0 \) is the initial
blasting pressure of the explosive, \( \gamma \) is the explosive ex-
pansion index, \( \varphi \) is the cohesion of the soil medium, \( c \) is the
internal friction angle of soil medium, \( \sigma_\ast \) is the compressive
strength of the soil medium, \( \sigma_0 \) is the tensile strength of the
soil medium, and \( \mu \) is the lame coefficient (shearing modulus
in elastic medium).

The linear radial strain and hoop strain are introduced
according to the spherical symmetry and linear theory to
simplify the motion equation as follows:

\[ \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial r^2} + \frac{2}{r} \frac{\partial u}{\partial r} - \frac{2}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \tau^2} = \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \tau^2}. \]

The solution of this equation can describe the forced
vibration of the particle under viscous damping, and its
general form is

\[ U(r, \tau) = e^{-\left(\eta^2/\rho c b_0 \right)} \left[ \frac{P b_\ast c}{\eta \kappa r^2} - \frac{\eta P b_\ast}{\kappa \rho c b_0} \right] \sin \left( \frac{\eta \kappa r}{\rho c b_0} \right) + \frac{P b_\ast}{\rho c b_0} \cos \left( \frac{\eta \kappa r}{\rho c b_0} \right), \]

where

\[ \eta^2 = \frac{2(1 - 2\sigma)\rho \kappa c^2 + 3(1 - \sigma)\gamma P}{2(1 - \sigma)}, \]

\[ \kappa^2 = \frac{2\rho \kappa c^2 - 3(1 - \sigma)\gamma P}{2(1 - \sigma)}, \]

\[ \tau = t - b_0. \]

The main frequency of vibration in the above equation
can be expressed as

\[ f_1 = \frac{\omega}{2\pi} = \frac{\eta \kappa}{2\pi \rho \kappa c b_0} \]

\[ = \frac{\sqrt{(8 \rho \kappa c^2 - 9 \gamma P)(4 \rho \kappa c^2 + 9 \gamma P)}}{12\pi \rho \kappa c b_0}. \]

Vibration amplitude can be expressed as

\[ A_0 = e^{-\left(\eta^2/\rho c b_0 \right)} \frac{P}{\eta \kappa} \frac{b_0^2}{2\pi \rho c b_0}. \]
4. Method to Calculate Seismic Wave Field Excited by Horizontally Distributed Charges

The horizontally distributed charge is composed of cylindrical charges with equal lengths arranged at equal intervals along the axial direction of the cylindrical charge. Supposing that each cylindrical charge is equivalent to the superposition of multiple spherical charges, the horizontally distributed charge can be regarded as a multilevel continuous spherical charges superimposed at intervals. Since different sections of cylindrical charges are of different spatial positions, different spherical equivalent charges have different positions relative to a certain point in the space, and vibration directions of designated positions excited by each charge are different, we need to decompose the vibration resulting by each spherical charge. Then, we should superimpose, respectively, at x-direction, y-direction, and z-direction to finally obtain the resultant velocity. However, each section of cylindrical charge shall satisfy the following conditions: (1) The total volume of the charge is equal to the total volume of all spherical charges. (2) The total length of the charge is equal to the sum of the diameters of all spherical charges. (3) The continuity of the detonation process and the equivalent spherical charge interval of all sections of cylindrical charges shall be zero.

As shown in Figure 2, the vibration velocity of the seismic wave excited by No. \( n \) spherical equivalent explosive in No. \( m \) section at point \( A \) in the space should be \( U_{mn}(r, t) \), the velocity component in the x-direction should be \( U_{max}(r, t) \), the velocity component in the y-direction should be \( U_{maxy}(r, t) \), and the velocity component in the z-direction should be \( U_{maxz}(r, t) \); then

\[
U_{max}(r, t) = U_{mn}(r, t) \frac{L_{max}}{r_{mn}},
\]

\[
U_{maxy}(r, t) = U_{mn}(r, t) \frac{L_{maxy}}{r_{mn}},
\]

\[
U_{maxz}(r, t) = U_{mn}(r, t) \frac{L_{maxz}}{r_{mn}},
\]

where \( L_{max}, L_{maxy}, \) and \( L_{maxz} \) are the distances between No. \( n \) spherical equivalent charge in No. \( m \) section and point \( A \) in three directions; \( r_{mn} \) is the actual distance between No. \( m \) spherical equivalent charge in No. \( m \) section and point \( A \) in three directions.

Then the velocity components of vibration velocity of No. \( m \) section of cylindrical charge at point \( A \) in x-direction, y-direction, and z-direction, namely, \( U_{max}(r, t) \), \( U_{maxy}(r, t) \), and \( U_{maxz}(r, t) \), are, respectively,

\[
U_{max}(r, t) = U_{m1x}(r, t) + U_{m2x}(r, t) + \cdots + U_{max}(r, t),
\]

\[
U_{maxy}(r, t) = U_{m1y}(r, t) + U_{m2y}(r, t) + \cdots + U_{maxy}(r, t),
\]

\[
U_{maxz}(r, t) = U_{m1z}(r, t) + U_{m2z}(r, t) + \cdots + U_{maxz}(r, t).
\]

Then the velocity components of vibration velocity of the whole horizontally distributed charge at point \( A \) in x-direction, y-direction, and z-direction, namely, \( U_{x}(r, t) \), \( U_{y}(r, t) \), \( U_{z}(r, t) \), are, respectively,

\[
U_{x}(r, t) = U_{1x}(r, t) + U_{2x}(r, t) + \cdots + U_{max}(r, t),
\]

\[
U_{y}(r, t) = U_{1y}(r, t) + U_{2y}(r, t) + \cdots + U_{maxy}(r, t),
\]

\[
U_{z}(r, t) = U_{1z}(r, t) + U_{2z}(r, t) + \cdots + U_{maxz}(r, t).
\]

Then the resultant velocity is

\[
U(r, t) = \sqrt[3]{U_{x}(r, t)^3 + U_{y}(r, t)^3 + U_{z}(r, t)^3}.
\]

The amplitude-frequency characteristics of the seismic waves excited by the horizontally distributed charge are closely related to the interval between all charges. Proper interval could produce greater energy. By overlapping the peak pressure of blast wave excited by the first section of cylindrical charge to the peak value of blast wave excited by the second section of cylindrical charge, we could obtain the best superposition effects.

5. Verification of the Model for Seismic Wave Field Excited by Horizontally Distributed Charges

Due to the special geometric structure of the horizontally distributed charges, the seismic waves that it excites in the soil vary in horizontal and vertical directions. In the area near the charge, stress wave front will spread outwards based on the basic shape of each section of the charge. With the geometric divergence and the propagation of seismic waves in the soil, seismic waves show different characteristics in the horizontal and vertical directions. In order to verify the effectiveness of the method for calculating the seismic wave field excited by the horizontally distributed charge, three different excitation schemes were applied in this study to make comparison on the theoretical calculation results and the numerical simulation results of the seismic wave field excited by the horizontally distributed charge in the axial and radial directions. For the detailed excitation parameters, please see Table 1.

The results calculated by the theoretical model are compared with the results obtained by the finite element
software Autodyn, among which the soil medium parameters and TNT explosive characteristic parameters are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

The standard JWL equation for ideal detonation products was adopted as the TNT state equation:

\[ P = C_1 \left(1 - \frac{\omega}{r_1 v} \right) e^{-r_1 v} + C_2 \left(1 - \frac{\omega}{r_2 v} \right) e^{-r_2 v} + \frac{\omega e}{v}, \]

where \( e \) is the detonation energy, and \( C_1, C_2, R_1, R_2, \) and \( \omega \) are the parameters of state equation; please see Table 3.

Ideal elastic-plastic model was applied for soil medium. The state equation is

\[ P = k \mu, \]

where \( \mu = (\rho/\rho_0) - 1 \) and \( k \) is the bulk modulus.

von Mises strength model was applied as the strength model of soil medium:

\[ (\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)^2 + (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_3 - \sigma_1)^2 = 2\sigma_s^2 = 6G^2, \]

where \( \sigma_s \) is yield strength, \( G \) is the shearing modulus, and the parameters shown in Table 2 were used for soil medium.

To analyze the functions of distributed seismic sources, three types of calculation models were established targeting at the centralized 4 kg charge, \( 4 \times 1 \) kg charge (1 m \( \times \) 1 m), and \( 4 \times 1 \) kg charge (2 m \( \times \) 2 m), respectively, for conducting comparative analysis on their theoretical calculation results and numerical simulation calculating results. Figure 3 shows three types of charges on a same plane. Figure 3(a) is the centralized charge, Figure 3(b) shows charges with 1 m interval, and Figure 3(c) shows charges with 2 m interval.

Figure 4 shows the changes of soil plastic deformation due to impact pressure in scheme I (centralized). Explosives explode in the soil and produce shock waves that travel outwards in a cylindrical shape. The plastic deformation area of the soil is also cylindrical. It appears as a ring on a horizontal section, the plastic deformation area increases gradually with time, and there is a volume upper limit.

Figure 5 shows the changes of soil plastic deformation due to impact pressure in scheme II (1 m \( \times \) 1 m). Every explosive charge explodes in the soil and produces shock waves that travel outwards in a cylindrical shape. The plastic deformation area of the soil is also cylindrical, and it appears as a ring on a horizontal section. The plastic deformation area increases with time. When \( t = 0.8 \) ms, the plastic area around the adjacent gun holes is connected. When \( t = 1.4 \) ms, all the soils between the 4 holes are plastically deformed. When the shock wave passes completely, the soil is unloaded and its properties are restored to an elastic state, but the elastic state is different from the initial state.

Figure 6 shows the changes of soil plastic deformation due to impact pressure in scheme III (2 m \( \times \) 2 m). Every explosive charge explodes in the soil and produces shock waves that travel outwards in a cylindrical shape. The plastic deformation area of the soil is also cylindrical, and it appears as a ring on a horizontal section. When \( t = 0.8 \) ms, the plastic deformation area increases with time. The plastic area reaches its maximum volume when \( t = 1.2 \) ms. When the shock wave passes completely, the soil is unloaded and its properties are restored to an elastic state, but the elastic state is different from the initial state.

The explosives in scheme I (Centralized) explode in the soil to produce the smallest area of plastic deformation. The plastic deformation areas of the explosives in schemes II (1 m \( \times \) 1 m) and III (2 m \( \times \) 2 m) are approximately equal at the initial moment (\( t < 0.8 \) ms) when they explode in the soil. However, due to the closer distance between the explosives in scheme II (1 m \( \times \) 1 m), in the moment (\( 8 \) ms \( < t < 14 \) ms), the area of soil deformation near the center part of the area is smaller, which causes the plastic deformation of the moment scheme II (1 m \( \times \) 1 m) to be smaller than the area of scheme III (2 m \( \times \) 2 m).

Figure 7 shows the comparison between the theoretical calculation results and the numerical simulation results of the maximum vibration velocity of the seismic waves excited by three different excitation schemes. As for the comparison of the maximum vibration velocities calculated based on theory and numerical simulation at the places with the same distance to explosive center, in horizontal direction, significant errors appear when the central axis horizontal distance is within 5 m, reaching about 3%–7%; the error between the two decreases with the increase of distance to explosive center. When the distance of shaft centers enlarges to over 8 m, the error would be within 3%. On the vertical direction of the central axis, the error between the two is within 5%. It can be figured out that the two values vary greatly on horizontal direction. That is because the end effects when the equivalent spherical vibrations are superimposed on the horizontal direction lead to greater theoretical calculation result. With the increase of distance to explosive center, the effect of the geometric structure decreases gradually, so that the gap at farther distances gradually decreases.

Distributed charges can effectively reduce the impacts on ground vibration. The greater the interval between charges, the more significant the shock absorption effect. This is mainly because when the charges are arranged close to each other, the blasting cavities that the charges formed at the time of detonation would be superimposed, which increases the disturbance to the ground. With the increase of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>No. of cylindrical charges</th>
<th>Mass of each section of cylindrical charge (kg)</th>
<th>Interval between cylindrical charges (m)</th>
<th>Total charges (kg)</th>
<th>Delayed time (s)</th>
<th>Excitation direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Top</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Excitation scheme of axially distributed explosives.
interval, the plastic zones formed by the charges are separated, which reduces the disturbance to the ground. Besides, the distributed charge can effectively improve the vibration velocity of downward propagation. Such phenomenon is also related to the interval between charges. When applying proper interval, the downward-propagated seismic waves excited by the charges would also be superimposed, thereby increasing the amplitude of the seismic wave.

6. Discussion

The geometric structure of the horizontally distributed charge determines that the characteristics of the seismic wave field in area near the explosive source are different at the axial direction and the radial direction. In order to study the development status of the seismic wave field excited by the horizontally distributed charges, the seismic wave fields at the vertical and horizontal directions of the central axis of the centralized charge and the horizontally distributed charge were studied in this paper; and, for the three conditions of centralized charge, charges with 1 m interval, and charges with 2 m interval, their seismic wave amplitude-frequency characteristics at places 12 m away from central axis along both the vertical and horizontal directions were solved according to the spherical-cylindrical conversion model (Figure 8).

At the place with 12 m distance along the horizontal direction, the maximum vibration velocities of the centralized charge, charges with 1 m interval, and charges with 2 m interval are, respectively, 0.20 m/s, 0.15 m/s, and 0.05 m/s, the main frequencies are 125 Hz, 105 Hz, and 55 Hz, and the frequency bandwidths are 120 Hz, 95 Hz, and 48 Hz, respectively. The seismic waves excited by centralized charge are greater than those formed by distributed charges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Parameters of soil.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_s$ (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Parameters of TNT.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_1$ (GPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Charges with different intervals on the same plane (observed at depth of $z = -1$ m). (a) Centralized charge. (b) Charge with 1 m interval. (c) Charge with 2 m interval.
Figure 4: A diagram of soil plasticity changes in the horizontal cross section of explosive explosion in scheme I (centralized). (a) 0.2 ms, (b) 0.4 ms, (c) 0.6 ms, (d) 0.8 ms, (e) 1.0 ms, and (f) 1.2 ms.

Figure 5: A diagram of soil plasticity changes in the horizontal cross section of explosive explosion in scheme II (1 m × 1 m). (a) 0.2 ms, (b) 0.4 ms, (c) 0.6 ms, (d) 0.8 ms, (e) 1.0 ms, and (f) 1.2 ms.
in both the energy and frequency. The energy and frequency of seismic waves formed by charges with 2 m interval are both greater than those formed by charges with 1 m interval. The main reason is that the seismic wave time difference resulting by charge interval on horizontal direction makes the peak value zones of seismic waves formed by all equivalent charges unable to be superimposed, so that “the greater the charge interval, the lower the max. vibration

Figure 6: A diagram of soil plasticity changes in the horizontal cross section of explosive explosion in scheme III (2 m × 2 m). (a) 0.2 ms, (b) 0.4 ms, (c) 0.6 ms, (d) 0.8 ms, (e) 1.0 ms, and (f) 1.2 ms.

Figure 7: Comparison on max. vibration velocity of different excitation schemes.
velocity of the seismic wave; and, in the transverse direction, the radius of the plastic zone formed by centralized charge must be smaller than that formed by distributed charges. With the increase of the charge interval, the sum of the plastic zones would be increased. Therefore, the greater the charge interval, the lower the frequency of the seismic wave (Figure 9).

At the place 12 m away along vertical direction, the maximum vibration velocities of the centralized charge, charges with 1 m interval, and charges with 2 m interval are, respectively, 0.15 m/s, 0.17 m/s, and 0.19 m/s, the main frequencies are 105 Hz, 125 Hz, and 120 Hz, and the bandwidths are 100 Hz, 125 Hz, and 122 Hz, respectively. It can be found that the energy and frequency of the seismic wave formed by the centralized charge are less than the energy and frequency of the seismic wave formed by the distributed charge. The energy and frequency of the seismic wave excited by charges with 2 m interval are less than those that formed the distributed charge with 1 m interval. The reason for this phenomenon is that the radius of the plastic zone that formed along the vertical direction when the charge is exploded will not deviate due to the difference of the distribution of the charges. The time difference caused by the interval between the cylindrical charges will still affect the superposition of the peak vibration velocities of the seismic waves, so as to lead to different peak value vibration velocities formed by distributed charges.
7. Conclusions

To clarify the relationship between the horizontally distributed cylindrical charge and the seismic wave field, the spherical cavity seismic source model was taken as the basis, and the method of replacing cylindrical charges by equivalent superposition of multiple spherical charges was applied to propose the approach of calculating the seismic wave field excited by horizontally distributed charges and establish the model for seismic wave field excited by horizontally distributed charges. Traditional models for spherical charge explosive source and the cylindrical charge explosive source cannot accurately describe the seismic wave field characteristics excited by distributed charges during seismic prospecting. But the model proposed in this paper overcomes this setback and provides theoretical basis for conducting the refined prospecting and production.

Two methods of numerical simulation and on-site test were applied to verify the applicability of the theoretical model. The results of the numerical simulation calculation show that, in the radial direction, the error of calculation results between the theoretical model and the numerical model is within 7%; and, along the horizontal direction, the error of calculation results between the theoretical model and the numerical model is within 3.4%. This indicates that the distributed charges can effectively reduce the impact of ground vibration and increase the energy of seismic waves propagating downwards.

At the detonation moment of the horizontally distributed charge, the seismic wave fields formed near the explosive discharge effects show differences along horizontal and vertical directions. Under the condition of the same horizontal distance, the vibration velocity along the horizontal direction reduces with the increase of explosive interval. When the horizontal distance is set to be 12 m, the maximum vibration velocity of the centralized charges, charges with 1 m interval, and charges with 2 m intervals would be 0.20 m/s, 0.15 m/s, and 0.05 m/s, respectively, the main frequencies are 125 Hz, 105 Hz, and 55 Hz, and the bandwidths are 120 Hz, 95 Hz, and 48 Hz. When the vertical distance is set to be 12 m, the maximum vibration velocity of the centralized charges, the charges with 1 m interval, and the charges with 2 m interval would be 0.15 m/s, 0.17 m/s, and 0.19 m/s, respectively, the main frequencies are 105 Hz, 125 Hz, and 120 Hz, and the bandwidths are 100 Hz, 125 Hz, and 122 Hz, respectively. The results show that the horizontally distributed charges with 2 m interval are the most satisfactory choice to achieve the goal of improving explosive source seismic wave resolution by adjusting the excitation form of explosive source.
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